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HUGS Making Great Strides

F

ounded less than a year ago to “bridge
the insurance gap” and provide funds
to help families afford the staggering costs
of addiction recovery programs, the HUGS
Foundation has come a long way in the last
six months. The fledgling foundation has
been able to help four families defray the
cost of treatment, has hosted a successful
golf outing and has caught the attention of
the media.
The expectation is that the next six months
will be even better.
“The number one thing I want to accomplish
is to help more families,” said founder Dianne
Vogt. In order to make this happen she and
her board will continue to contact treatment
centers within 100 miles of Cleveland and
get the word out about what HUGS is doing.
Another big focus for the coming year is
working to get funding from foundations
and corporations as well as from individual
donations and fundraising.
The board members aren’t the only ones
spreading the word. The “pay it forward”
concept that HUGS has embraced from the
start is beginning to take effect. The families
who have been touched by HUGS are doing
their part as well.
According to Vogt, the families that have been
helped so far are now thinking of ways to “pay
it forward.” One family has talked to nurses,
psychologists and social workers, spreading
the word about HUGS. Another father has
said that he wants to become more involved
in fund-raising activities and yet another dad
has offered to join the board.
Vogt said that while she is rather impatient
about getting the word out and helping more
families, she realizes that HUGS has made
great strides over the course of the past year.
“At this time last year we hadn’t even sent out

donor letters,” she said, “ To think that we
have helped four families, written a business
plan and held a very successful golf outing is
really remarkable.”
The seed for HUGS was planted when Vogt,
who had dealt with the chemical addiction of
her own son, was volunteering at a parents
meeting at the Oakview Behavioral Health
facility at Southwest General Hospital. “I
remember,” she said, there was a mother
who said ‘my son needs more treatment, but I
would have to
sell my house
“The number one thing
for him to get
I want to accomplish is
it.’ It just hit
to help more families.”
me. I thought
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something
has to be
done for these parents who are willing to do
what they have to do to get their child better
even if their insurance company says ‘no you
can’t have anymore treatment’… I started
thinking about something to bridge that gap
and HUGS was born.”
She has many people to thank for the strides
the organization has made.
“I need to thank Phil Bessler at Baldwin
Wallace for his outstanding support of HUGS
and his guidance in helping me expand the
HUGS vision. I also need to thank the Advisory
Committee – Jo Toomey, Judy Stowe and
Margaret Kotz. They have been outstanding
stewards of our funds and have given very
thoughtful consideration to each application.
In addition I would like to thank Patti Corna
who donated one hour of radio time on 1490
am for us to talk about HUGS, the golf outing
and chemical dependency in the community.
Lastly I would like to thank Monica Robins
at WKYC for her interest in HUGS and her
willingness to share our mission with the
community.

Family Grateful for Assistance

- A letter from the heart. A family with hope.

W

e are a family affected by teenage drug abuse. As such, the color
of our world has changed forever. No longer can we paint a rosy
picture of the suburban family preparing their oldest child for college. The
future of our talented, engaging and extremely bright son was threatened
by attempted suicide and illicit drug use.
We were shocked by our son’s unhappiness, depression, despair and
duplicity. Our child went from a champion student to a champion liar. His
cheerful attitude changed along with his friends. His bright smile turned
surly along with his language. He was drowning and did not care. We were
bereft, floundering in a sea of deception when we realized with horror that
we had become parents of a drug addict. Our emotions consisted of fear
and astonishment, shame and guilt, anger and resentment. We found
ourselves in the midst of a terrible storm without the security of shelter.

Our first port in the storm was Oakview Behavioral Health Center where we were fortunate to meet Dianne Vogt during
our son’s outpatient counseling. Dianne told us about the HUGS Foundation she began on behalf of her own son
who had chosen to travel down the danger path of drug abuse. Thanks to HUGS, we were able to place our son in the
trustworthy hands of Power House Services, a half-way house in Louisiana; the same place where Dianne’s son sought
refuge and healing. Our son has been a resident there since May 2009. Slowly and painfully the son we once knew is
resurfacing thanks to their structured program that has proven successful since 1986.
We would like to convey our sincere gratitude to Dianne and her foundation for the scholarship they generously
bestowed. We would not have been able to send our son to Power House for the shelter, care and guidance he requires
in his search for sobriety without these funds. HUGS has been Helpful, Understanding, Giving, and Supportive – my own
definition for this much needed foundation that steps in when insurance benefits have been exhausted. The supportive
rule they sought to provide a mere four months ago has succeeded in providing our family with hope for our son’s future.
Their generosity has helped us to secure the lengthy and expensive treatment necessary for our son to overcome his
addiction. Thank you, Dianne. Thank you, HUGS. Thank you for giving our son a chance to turn his life around. You
have proven that “paying it forward” is invaluable. You can count on us to do the same.
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Our Mission:
Family support is critical to long term recovery
of

alcoholic

and

chemically

dependent

adolescents.
The HUGS Foundation is dedicated to helping
families in Northeastern Ohio, providing funds
for treatment, travel, and ancillary services
not covered b insurance benefits.
Additionally, families who have received help
from HUGS will have the opportunity to help
others in need of addiction recovery, thus
creating an invaluable networking system.

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org

HUGS hosts
successful golf outing

O

n July 27, 2009, a
beautiful, sunny day
at Stonewater Golf Club,
64 golfers took to the links
to participate in the first
Mike Matoney & Dianne Vogt at golf outing
annual HUGS Foundation
golf outing. The money raised at the event will help the
foundation assist more families with chemically dependent
adolescents find Hope, nderstanding, ratitude and
Serenity.
The combined efforts of a number of generous volunteers
and donors led to a wonderfully successful event which we
hope to build on next year.
Thanks to the dedicated efforts of the outing committee,
made up of Dianne Vogt, Judy Bessler, Buz Bessler, Barb
Fisher, Lucia Otto, Cathy Klemencic, Laura Klein and
Tim O ourke, the golfers en o ed a fun filled da which
began early with a continental breakfast. After breakfast,
professional PGA golfer Bob Bourne hosted a short golf
clinic. At 10:00am there was a shotgun start and the golfer’s
were sent out to conquer
Stonewater’s 18
g o r g e o u s ,
challenging holes.
Gary Mundson
of
Leasing
Advantage
sponsored
a

Honda Civic for a hole-in-one contest on the 17th hole.
(Unfortunately no one had a hole in one, but Lucia Otto
came close!) After 18 exhausting holes there was an
ice cream social and Chinese raffle.
There were many others who helped the event run
smoothly. Board members, Deborah Reasons, Emily
Vogt and Kathy Winzig volunteered on the course while
Beth Gantz and Carol Gantz worked the registration
desk. Sammie Brickel worked on the course and sold
man , man raffle tickets. ann Banda of eckitt
Benckisor helped underwrite the lunches and Laura
and tanle lein filled all the H
coolers that were
given as favors. The Klein’s also provided the drinks
which were available on the course.
Congratulations to our winners ift certificates were
awarded to the first and second
place teams. First place went to
eorge hamoun, ike Campbell,
Georgette Nahra and Rick Nahra.
Second place went to Lori Clark,
Donna eisinger, ar ane Dickson
and Loretta Amsdell. The last place
team was not forgotten: George Bigham
donated an instructional video to the
Cleveland Clinic team of Peggy George,
ar a uinn, Barb astroanni
and Deb Damas.

Feedback from those we’ve helped
!

“Absolutely without HUGS, we don’t have the resources to continue treatment.
The support from HUGS was a lifesaver.”

! “Our hope for our son is a life of sobriety, peace of mind, college and the ability
to lead an independent life.”
! “Our son is in transitional housing and going to meetings. We wish he’d come
home. The HUGS award was outstanding and unexpected. The insurance company said further treatment would be covered but once our son was in treatment,
benefits were denied. The award from HUGS was very much appreciated.”
! “Our resources were so drained. We could not have helped our son without
the gift from HUGS. Since treatment, our son appears to want sobriety. He
may have more setbacks, but the seed has been planted and he knows what to do
to stay sober.”

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org
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